The insulating nature of the redox end members in Li-S batteries, -S and Li 2 S, has the potential to limit the capacity and efficiency of this emerging energy storage system. Nevertheless, the mechanisms responsible for ionic and electronic transport in these materials remain a matter of debate. The present study clarifies these mechanisms -in both the adiabatic and nonadiabatic charge transfer regimes -by employing a combination of hybrid-functional-based and constrained density functional theory calculations. Charge transfer in Li 2 S is predicted to be adiabatic, and thus is well described by conventional DFT methodologies. In sulfur, however, transitions between S 8 rings are nonadiabatic. In this case, conventional DFT overestimates charge transfer rates by up to 2 orders of magnitude. Delocalized holes, and to a lesser extent, localized electron polarons, are predicted to be the most mobile electronic charge carriers in -S; in Li 2 S hole polarons dominate. Although all carriers exhibit extremely low equilibrium concentrations, and thus yield negligible contributions to the conductivity, their mobilities are sufficient to enable the sulfur loading targets necessary for high energy densities. Our results highlight the value of methods capable of capturing nonadiabadicty, such as constrained DFT. These techniques are especially important for molecular crystals such as -S, where longer-range charge transfer events are expected. Combining the present computational results with prior experimental studies, we conclude that low equilibrium carrier concentrations are responsible for sluggish charge transport in -S and Li 2 S. Thus, a potential strategy for improving the performance of Li-S batteries is to increase the concentrations of holes in these redox end members.
INTRODUCTION
The lithium-sulfur (Li-S) system is an emerging, "beyond Li-ion" battery chemistry, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] with a high theoretical energy density (2, 199 Wh/l) and specific energy (2,567 Wh/kg) 10 , potential for low cost, 7 and low toxicity. 11 Unfortunately, these benefits have not yet been fully realized in practical Li-S cells, largely due to two unmet challenges. These include polysulfide (PS) dissolution/shuttling and the insulating nature of the redox end-members (REM), -S and Li 2 S. 7 PS dissolution has been widely studied; 6, 7 strategies to suppress dissolution include the use of cathode architectures that physically and/or chemically confine S and PS, 6, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and substitution of conventional electrolytes with solids, or with those that are non-solvating, or sparingly-solvating, for PS. 8, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] Strategies aimed at suppressing PS dissolution are expected to alter electrochemical reactions in the cathode such that they become localized near the surface of the cathode support, resulting in more solid-state-like behavior. 8, 26 Consequently, transport mechanisms involving solid-state S and Li 2 S are expected to play an important role in this 'surface mediated' regime. Transport limitations involving both S and Li 2 S REM are possible, as both phases are insulators with large bandgaps. 27, 28 Regarding Li 2 S, the formation of this compound during discharge can mimic the behavior of Li 2 O 2 in Li/O 2 cells. Earlier studies on the Li/O 2 system have shown that the insulating nature of the Li 2 O 2 discharge product can limit capacity and increase overvoltages during charging. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] Thus, by limiting PS solubility in Li-S cells one risks trading the PS dissolution problem for a transport problem arising from cathode passivation. Passivation can also be a concern in Li-S cells in the charged state: oxidation of Li 2 S during charging generates sulfur, which is also a poor electronic conductor. Transport through S may also be an important consideration in optimizing the initial distribution and loading of S in the cathode, to maximize S utilization. In total, transport limitations in Li-S cells may pose challenges that are double those of the Li/O 2 system, because in the former chemistry both REM are electronic insulators. Figure 1 illustrates plausible electronic and ionic transport mechanisms that may occur in the cathode of a Li-S cell during discharge or charge. Figure 1 (a) demonstrates electronic transport through a sulfur film that covers a 2 carbon cathode support. Reduction of S 8 to S x 2-requires charge transport from the current collector to the reaction site on the S surface. This could result in solid-state film growth of Li 2 S at the reaction site, or the formation of soluble PS that ultimately precipitate as Li 2 S elsewhere in the cell.
An alternative scenario occurs when S does not completely cover the carbon support. This creates a threephase boundary between the electrolyte, S, and the support in the fully or partially charged state. 37 Consequently, facile electronic charge transport would occur (at least initially) through the conductive support, and not through insulating S. However, deposition of Li 2 S as discharge progresses can ultimately bury the three-phase interface, as depicted in Figure 1 (b). In this case, electronic transport through insulating Li 2 S is necessary during charging.
The need for long-range electronic transport can be minimized if rapid ionic transport through Li 2 Understanding the transport properties of the S and Li 2 S REMs is a prerequisite for the development of rational strategies to improve the capacity, efficiency, and cycle life of Li-S batteries. Nevertheless, transport mechanisms in these compounds have not been widely studied, especially in the case of S. [38] [39] [40] [41] While a few studies exist for Li 2 S, consensus regarding the dominant charge-carrying species has been slow to emerge. For example, Kang et al. reported that the dominant charge carriers in Li 2 S are negative Li and positive S vacancies, based on calculations performed at the hybrid functional level of theory. The most likely electronic charge carrier was predicted to be the electron polaron, which localizes on sulfur ions. 27 In contrast, Mukherjee et al. argue that hole polarons are formed on sulfur ions in Li 2 S and, together with negative Li vacancies, serve as lowest energy charge carriers. 41 Moradabadi and co-workers found that the dominant charge carriers were Li vacancies and Li interstitials, based on calculations employing a semi-local functional. 39 (Li interstitials were not considered in Refs. 27 and 41 .) Finally, Mukherjee et al. reported that the main charge carriers in metastable 28 Li 2 S 2 (based on a hypothetical crystal structure) are hole polarons and negatively charged Li vacancies. 40 More generally, nearly all prior studies on charge migration/hopping in cathode materials (typically involving localized electronic carriers such as polarons) [38] [39] [40] have been performed assuming these are adiabatic processes. Within the adiabatic picture, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is assumed to hold, and it is thus sufficient to map the minimum energy pathway (MEP) along a single, smoothly varying electronic ground state, using, for example, the nudged elastic band (NEB) method (i.e., green curve in Figure 2 ). [42] [43] [44] The rate constant can then be derived from the energy at the saddle point along the MEP using (harmonic) transition state theory.
However, charge transfer processes can also be electronically nonadiabatic if the ground and excited states become sufficiently close in energy or cross each other (i.e., a conical intersection) and are thus weakly coupled. Instead of a smooth MEP, the resulting nonadiabatic charge transfer event exhibits an abrupt change and a cusp in the energy along the reaction coordinate, as shown with the dashed curves in Figure 2 . In such cases, it is natural to work with diabatic electronic states. These states are not ground states, but retain their chemical and physical character independent of the geometry. Here, the rate constant, k → , can be expressed using Marcus theory 45 46 47 
where is the coupling constant ( represents the donor/initial state and the acceptor/final state), ∆ is the reaction free energy between states a and b, and is the reorganization free energy. Nonadiabatic behavior is expected to occur in materials where large hopping distances must be traversed to achieve macroscopic charge transfer. This scenario exists in sulfur for hopping between S 8 rings. For such a nonadiabatic reaction, is generally small, and can suppress the hopping rate significantly, Eq. 1. The goal of the present study is to elucidate charge transport mechanisms in the S and Li 2 S REMs in Li-S batteries, while carefully accounting for the (non)adiabatic nature of these processes. The calculated transport rates are used to estimate the theoretical maximum loadings (i.e., limiting film thicknesses) for S and Li 2 S that are consistent with practical discharge rates. More specifically, we separately examine the ionic and electronic conductivity resulting from the formation and migration of ionic and electronic carriers in these two materials. The equilibrium concentrations of several plausible charge carriers and their respective adiabatic mobilities were evaluated at the hybrid functional level of theory, 48, 49 using a tuned fraction of exact exchange. 35 Subsequently, nonadiabatic effects were examined using the constrained DFT formalism (cDFT). The combination of these approaches allows for a rigorous understanding of how transport phenomena in Li-S cathodes can limit battery performance.
In sulfur, transitions between S 8 rings are predicted to be nonadiabatic. Consequently, conventional DFT erroneously overestimates charge transfer rates by up to 2 orders of magnitude, highlighting the importance of going beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Delocalized holes, and to a lesser extent, localized electron polarons (p -), are predicted to be the most mobile electronic charge carriers. All carriers in sulfur exhibit extremely low equilibrium concentrations, and thus yield negligible contributions to the conductivity. Nevertheless, the mobilities of free holes and p -are sufficient to enable the sulfur loading targets necessary for high energy densities. Based on the calculated mobility, and assuming a C/5 discharge rate, we estimate that p -can transit S films with a thickness of approximately ~100 μm. The diffusion length for free holes is much larger, ~1 m. These thicknesses exceed the JCESR S loading target of 6 mg/cm 2 , 50,51 which correspond to a S film with an average thickness 30 μm.
In the case of Li 2 S, positively charged Li interstitials and negatively charged vacancies are the dominant ionic carriers.
The Li vacancy is most mobile of these carriers, with an activation energy of 0.32 eV. The most prevalent electronic carriers are hole polarons; however, these carriers are predicted to have a high formation energy (1.95 eV) and extremely low equilibrium concentrations. Despite its low concentration, the hole polaron is highly mobile, with a maximum migration length of ~40 mm at a charging rate of C/5. In contrast, the equivalent migration length for Li vacancies is much smaller, ~240 μm. Importantly, the migration lengths for both carriers surpass the projected maximum thickness (50 μm) of a Li 2 S film formed upon discharge (assuming an initial sulfur loading equal to the JCESR target).
METHODOLOGY
The formation energies and adiabatic mobilities of various charge carriers were evaluated using Density Functional Theory as implemented in the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP).
52,53
The simulation cells consisted of the convention al unit cell for -S (128 atoms), and a 96-atom supercell constructe d from a 2×2×2 replication of the Li 2 S unit cell. The unit cells for both materials are shown in Figure 3 . Calculations on the bulk properties of S and Li 2 S were reported earlier. 28 The internal degrees of freedom for both supercells were relaxed to a force tolerance of 0.04 eV/Å (-S) and 0.01 eV/Å (Li 2 S). The dimensions of the -S supercell were previously calculated 54 using the vdW-DF functional; the following lattice constants were obtained: a = 10.33 Å, b = 12.76 Å, and c = 24.45 Å. The present defect calculations are to be performed using hybrid functionals, which do not account for van der Waals interactions between S 8 rings in -S. Therefore the lattice constants of -S were fixed to the experimental lattice constants, 55 a = 10.46 Å, b = 12.87 Å, and c = 24.49 Å. The lattice constant for Li 2 S was determined by fitting total energies and volumes to the Murnaghan equation of state 56 using the HSE  functional (described below). The calculated lattice constant is 5.68 Å is well matched to the experimental value, 57 5.69 Å. K-point sampling was performed at the -point for -S and using two irreducible k-points for Li 2 S. The projector-augmented wave (PAW) scheme 58, 59 was used to treat core-valence electron interactions. All calculations were spin-polarized with planewave cutoff energies of 450 eV (-S) and 500 eV (Li 2 S).
A total of 18 (-S) and 24 (Li 2 S) distinct defects were studied. These defects were considered both as charged and neutral species, and were comprised of vacancies, interstitials, and polarons. Formation energies were is the coupling constant, ∆ is the free energy of the reaction, and is the reorganization energy Earlier studies have shown that self-interaction errors present in semi-local functionals can negatively impact the accuracy of these methods when applied to defects that are expected to exhibit localized charge distributions, such as polarons. [60] [61] [62] To minimize these errors, the HeydScuseria−Ernzerhof (HSE) 48, 49 screened hybrid functional was used with the fraction of exact exchange, , set to 0.48 (HSE 48 ). Figure S1 shows The formation energy (E f ) of a defect X with charge state q is given by: 66, 67 bulk ∑ .
Here and bulk correspond to the total energy of the defect-containing and pristine simulation cells, respectively. n i is the number of atoms of the i th species in the defect cell, and is that species' chemical potential. is the Fermi level referenced to the valence band maximum. is determined by the charge neutrality condition, ∑ 0 , where is the equilibrium concentration of defect (defined below). E MP1 is the Makov-Payne finite-size correction, which was evaluated using dielectric constants of 7.9 (Li 2 S) and 4.0 (S 8 ), 68 and which is applied to supercells containing charged defects. 66, 69 The chemical potential of S, , is given by the energy per atom of bulk -S. The chemical potential of Li ( ) in the cathode is given by : BCC Li , where BCC Li ) is the energy per atom of bulk (BCC) Li, and E = 2.3 V is the theoretical cell voltage of a Li-S cell. 35, 70 The equilibrium concentration C of a defect is given by / , where is the number of equivalent sites per unit volume. 67 The mobility ( ) and the diffusion coefficient( ) for a given carrier are given by:
and (3) where is the hopping attempt frequency 35 (10 13 s
) and a is the hopping distance. In the adiabatic approximation, the migration barriers (E b ) of defects are obtained using the climbing image NEB (CI-NEB) method. [42] [43] [44] Due to electron delocalization 71 errors, semi-local functionals such as the GGA cannot accurately estimate the hopping barrier of localized electronic species, such as polarons. 35 Hence, we have used the HSE 48 functional 35, 48 for computing migration barriers. Finally, defect concentration and mobility are used to estimate the equilibrium conductivity, , associated with a specific defect species, using .
To account for possible nonadiabadic effects in charge transfer reactions, polaron hopping was also studied using constrained DFT (cDFT) 72, 73 as implemented 74 in the GPAW code, 75 ,76 using the PBE 77 exchange correlation functional (hybrid functionals have not been implemented in GPAW) and a grid basis with a spacing of 0.16 Å. As previously mentioned, GGA functionals over-delocalize charge due to self-interaction errors. However, in cDFT, charge and spin constraints are used to obtain strictly localized charge and magnetization. The cDFT energy is the written as a sum of the usual Kohn-Sham energy, plus a penalty term:
where is electron density, is an index specifying the constrained region, s refers to spin, is the specified charge/spin to be localized in the chosen initial/final state, and is the Lagrange multiplier determining the strength of the external potential. Both the Lagrange multiplier and electron density are solved self-consistently.
is the weight function specifying the spatial extent of the constrained region. Here, the weight function is partitioned into atomic contributions using Hirschfeld partitioning with Gaussian atomic densities based on scaled covalent radii. This ensures that correctly models localization on both atoms and fragments. The constrained charges are formed by adding (removing) one electron to create an electron (hole) polaron and requiring that the region carries a magnetization of 1. The convergence criterion for cDFT calculations is 0.01 e. (Additional details regarding cDFT can be found in the literature. 72, 73, 74 ) In Li 2 S, charge and spin are constrained on a single sulfur atom, as the polarons in this system are localized on atomic sites. In -S the constraining regions are on two neighboring atoms, accounting for the fact that polarons occupy orbitals between S pairs.
Once the diabatic cDFT states are obtained for the initial and final states of a polaron hopping event, the hopping rate is given by the Landau-Zener equation, which captures both adiabatic and nonadiabatic transitions 45, 46, 47 :
Here is the vibrational frequency (taken here as 10 13 s
∆ is an adiabadicity correction to the diabatic Marcus barrier (described in the Supporting Information), and is the electronic transmission coefficient computed from the Landau-Zener transition probability
For an adiabatic reaction ≫ 1, ≅ 1, and Eq. 5 reduces to the commonly used transition state rate. For a nonadiabatic reaction, 1 and ≪ 1, in which case the Marcus equation is obtained. is the reorganization energy, and is computed as the energy difference of the donor state in the final and initial state geometries and , respectively. Computation of the coupling constant ( ) is described in the Supporting Information. Intrinsic Defects in α-S. Figure 4 shows the calculated formation energies for the 18 distinct point defects examined in α-S. The slope of the lines corresponds to the charge of the defect; a horizontal line represents the formation energy of a neutral species, while positive (negative) sloped lines refer to defects with a positive (negative) charge. Lines with larger slopes correspond to doubly-charged defects. The charge neutrality condition establishes the position of the Fermi energy at 2.5 eV, and is shown as a vertical dotted line in Figure 4 .
RESULTS

Table 1 Calculated defect formation energies (E f ), equilibrium concentrations (C), hopping barriers (E b ), reorganization energies (λ), coupling integrals (H ab
Our calculations indicate that the dominant negative charge carriers in α-S are S vacancies (V S -, which appear as an S 7 ring with a negative charge, S 7 -) and electron polarons (p -), with formation energies of 2.23 and 2.36 eV, respectively. A trio of defects comprise the most-prevalent positive localized charge carriers: positive S interstitials (S i + , equivalent to a positively charged S 9 ring, S 9 + ), double S vacancies (2V S + = S 6 + ), and single S vacancies (V S + = S 7 + ). The formation energies for these carriers are 2.23, 2.23, and 2.25 eV, respectively. The hole polaron (p + ) has a slightly higher formation energy of 2.45 eV. The defect with the lowest formation energy overall is the neutral S double vacancy (2V S = S 6 ), with E f = 0.18 eV. (Delocalized holes also play an important role in transport in α-S, and will be discussed separately below.)
We note that the formation energies for all of the charged defects considered are very high (greater than 2.2 eV); consequently, the concentrations of these carriers under equilibrium conditions will be negligible, as summarized in Table 1 . For example, the highest concentration predicted for a charged defect is 210 -15 cm -3 for S 7 -. To place this value in context, the concentration of carriers in undoped Si (which is a poor conductor at room temperature) is 25 orders of magnitude higher. 78 In contrast, the neutral sulfur vacancy, V S , has a relatively high concentration of 210 16 cm -3 , yet it will not contribute to conductivity due to its neutrality.
Regarding the properties of polarons, the magnetization densities for both electron and hole polarons in α-S are shown in Figure 5 . In the case of p -, the extra electron localizes on one of the S-S bonds on a S 8 molecule. The shape of the occupied orbital suggests an anti-bonding * state. The presence of the additional electron results in an elongation of the bond from 2.05 to 2.65 Å. A comparison of the energies of localized (p -) and delocalized electrons shows that localization is preferred by 0.42 eV. This is in very good agreement with a prior drift mobility experiment 79 that determined the p -binding energy to be 0.48 eV.
In contrast to the more-localized nature of the electron polaron, the hole polaron (p + ) localizes on two pairs of S-S bonds, Figure 5 (b), located on opposite sides of an S 8 ring. This results in a slight distortion of the ring, wherein the S-S-S bond angles change from ~107 o to ~102 o , with insignificant change in the S-S bond lengths. We find that the p + are unstable with respect to the delocalized state by 0.48 eV.
Charge Carrier Mobility in α-S. The low equilibrium concentrations of charge carrying defects in α-S suggest that even a barrier-less charge hopping process will result in an extremely low conductivity. However, this conclusion assumes that equilibrium concentrations are established. In practice, however, battery operation involves the relatively rapid growth and decomposition of the REM at near-ambient temperatures. Such conditions may generate much higher, non-equilibrium carrier concentrations. This possibility motivates an examination of the mobility of charge carriers in α-S.
In the adiabatic limit, mobility can be estimated from the migration energy barriers of the individual defects, calculated using the CI-NEB method. 42 Figure 6(a) shows the minimum energy pathways for the highest-concentration negatively-charged defects in α-S. For the ionic carriers, hopping was examined only between adjacent S 8 rings, i.e. inter-ring hops, as these hoping mechanisms are anticipated to be rate limiting due to their longer hopping distances (compared to intra-ring hops). In the case of S 7 -, migration occurs with an activation energy of 0.55 eV. By way of comparison, this value is 0.1 to 0.2 eV larger than the migration barrier for negative vacancies in Li 2 O 2 and Na 2 O 2 , Table 1 . 35, 65 Hopping of the electron polaron, p -, has a slightly smaller inter-ring hopping barrier of 0.42 eV. Polaron hopping was also examined within a single S 8 molecule. These intra-ring hops have the lowest activation energy of any carrier considered in α-S, 0.11 eV. This value agrees well with the experimentally obtained value of 0.167 eV (assuming experiments refer to intra-ring hops). 79 Nevertheless, we emphasize that hopping via intra-ring processes alone cannot lead to charge transport over macroscopic distances; inter-ring processes constitute the rate-limiting steps. Figure 6b illustrates the adiabatic hopping barriers for the two stable positively charged defects, S 7 + and S 9 + . (Migration of p + was not considered due the fact that it is unstable with respect to the delocalized state.) S 9 + exhibits a relatively high The calculations presented above have assumed adiabadicity of the charge transfer events. The validity of this assumption is assessed here using cDFT. All cDFT results are collected in Table 1 , and compared with the adiabatic data previously described. We first discuss the behavior of the electron polaron (p -) in -S, which our HSE  calculations find to be stable (relative to a delocalized electron). The hopping barriers from cDFT for intra and inter ring electron polaron hops are 0.07 and 0.38 eV, respectively. As can be seen in Table 1 , the agreement between HSE-NEB and cDFTMarcus barriers is very good -the barriers predicted by the different methods differ by less than 40 meV.
Although the good agreement in migration barriers for p -might suggest that all hops can be characterized as adiabatic, the value of the transmission coefficient, , suggests otherwise. More specifically, only the intra-ring process has a value of 1, which is indicative of adiabatic behavior. In contrast, the transmission coefficient for the inter-ring hop is very small (=0.012), indicating that diabatic effects are important. The nonadiabadicity of inter ring p -transfer is due to the weak coupling between the initial and final states (H ba = 110
), which is consistent with the relatively large distance, 3.4 Å, between them. In total, inter-ring electron transfer exhibits a diabatic hopping rate constant k of 410 4 s -
1
. This value is approximately 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the equivalent adiabatic rate constant. The values reported in Table 1 for the hopping rate, mobility, and conductivity of electron polarons account for the nonadiabaticity described above. The mobility estimated for intra-ring p -migration is 310 -3 cm 2 /V/s, which is in close agreement with that determined in drift mobility experiments (6.210 -4 cm 2 /V/s), assuming the same hopping mechanism is probed experimentallly. 79 Regarding hole polarons, the cDFT calculations confirm the results from the previously-described hybrid functional calculations, indicating that p + are unstable. For example, the barrier for an intra-ring hop of p + vanishes when charge is constrained to reside on two neighboring S-atoms. This suggests that positive charge is delocalized at least across a single sulfur ring. However, hole polaron transfer to an adjacent ring is predicted to be slow and clearly nonadiabatic, as inferred from the transmission coefficient value ~10 . Nevertheless, the inter-ring hole polaron transfer barrier of 23 meV is smaller than thermal energy at room temperature and therefore the hole polaron in α-S is expected to delocalize over distances larger than that of a single S 8 ring. This hypothesis was confirmed using nonadiabatic Ehrenfest nuclear-electron dynamics, as detailed in the Supporting Information. As shown in Figure  S2 , the Ehrenfest dynamics simulation predicts that a localized hole on a single S 8 ring becomes delocalized on ptype orbitals across all 128 S atoms in the simulation cell. This delocalization occurs within 10 fs, and without changes to the S-S bond lengths, pointing to a band conduction mechanism for hole transport, rather than localized (polaronic) hopping.
Conductivity in the band-like regime is mainly governed by the scattering of charge carriers by impurities and vibrational modes of the crystal, which in turn determine their mean free path (or, equivalently, the mean free time, ); thus, transition state and Marcus theory, are not applicable. In principle, the impact of impurities on the mean free path could be obtained through ab initio methods, by combining the non-equilibrium Green's function (NEGF) formalism with DFT. 80 Within this method, it is possible to derive the transmission coefficient due to scattering from each impurity type. Combining this data with the impurity concentration yields the contribution of the impurities to the mean free path. Although the presence of impurities in molecular crystals can reduce carrier mobility significantly, (e.g. up to two orders of magnitude in pentacene 81 ), the mean free path in these systems is most strongly influenced by scattering from the vibrational modes of the crystal, in particular from the acoustic modes. 4, 82 These low frequency modes are derived from intermolecular forces. In principle, scattering from vibrations could be characterized through an exhaustive analysis of the electron-phonon coupling, 82, 83 however, accurately describing weak intermolecular interactions (and their associated low frequency modes), remains a significant challenge, and is not practical at present. Recombination of carriers is another feature that complicates the study of mobility in -S. As we discuss below, holes move much faster than electrons in -S (due to band conduction of the former vs. hopping for the latter), making the impact of their recombination to the conductivity non-negligible.
Conductivity and Diffusion Length in α-S. As expected from the extremely low equilibrium concentrations of charged defects, the conductivity of α-S arising from hopping mechanisms (which are generally slow processes) is negligible, Table 1 . For example, the inter-ring migration of electron polarons, p -, is the process with the highest hopping-like conductivity of those that contribute to longrange transport. Nevertheless, the value calculated for its conductivity,  = 310 -43 S/cm, is extremely small. Similarly, the highest hopping-type conductivity attributed to positive carriers is also vanishingly-small, and arises from vacancy migration, V S + = S 7 + , with  = 510 -55 S/cm. However, we have shown that holes in -S are delocalized and thus migrate via a band conduction mechanism, which is faster than any hopping process. As previously mentioned, analysis of the band conductivity for charge carriers in molecular crystals is a non-accessible quantity with current ab initio methods. Conversely, the experimental mobility of holes in -S has been measured through drift experiments, and is in the range  = 1-10 cm 2 /V/s, 1, 3, 4, 84 at 300 K. This value is 7 orders of magnitude larger than for any of the hopping mechanisms considered here. Experiments also show that the hole mobility decays with temperature as  ∝ T -n with n = 1.6, 1. due to scattering from acoustic modes (for optical modes
). 85 The calculated diffusivities (Table S1 ) and mobilities were used to establish the migration lengths for charge carriers in -S. (In the case of delocalized holes, the experimental mobility was used.) These lengths provide an upper bound for the thickness of a S film (i.e., maximum S loading) that can be traversed by these carriers during cell operation at a given C-rate. Assuming a uniform film of -S with density ρ -S = 2 g/cm 3 , a loading target 51 of 6 mg/cm 2 results in a S film with a thickness of 30 μm. Based on the mobility data shown in Table 1 , and assuming C-rates (discharge durations) of 1C (3600 sec), C/5 (18000 sec), and C/10 (36000 sec), Table 2 summarizes the maximum diffusion lengths, √ , for the dominant hopping-type carriers in α-S: p -, S 7 -, S 7 + , and S 9 + . The maximum diffusion lengths for p -are 131, 93, and 41 μm for rates of C/10, C/5 and 1C, respectively, assuming interring hopping between S 8 molecules. This suggests that polarons in α-S have sufficient mobility to traverse typical film distances corresponding to the JCESR target S loading. In contrast, the diffusion lengths of the dominant ionic species (S 7 -, S 7 + , and S 9 +) are all well below the thickness target.
The estimates for the diffusion lengths provided above are based on diffusion in the presence of a concentration gradient. Alternatively, in the presence of an electric field, the drift length, L d , of a charged species is a more relevant measure of a charge carrier's typical transport length. L d is given in terms of the mobility, :
. Here V is the voltage drop across the S film, for which we adopt 0.1 V as a plausible value, and t is the time. With these assumptions, our calculations reveal the drift lengths of the hopping-type carriers are roughly double their diffusion lengths, Table 2 . Despite this increase, only p -have sufficient mobility to transit the targeted film thickness. Application of the drift length analysis to delocalized holes in α-S, Table 2, shows that the high mobility of these carriers results in extremely long drift lengths, on the order of 0.1 to 1 m.
The preceding discussion indicates that the mobility of delocalized holes and p -are sufficient to enable high S loadings (and high capacity) in Li-S cells. Nevertheless, the experimental conductivity of α-S has been reported to be extremely small, ~510
-19 S/cm. 5 Taken together, these datasufficient mobility, but poor conductivity -point to low carrier concentrations as the primary obstacle to effective charge transport in α-S. (For example, the large bandgap for α-S suggests that the concentration of free holes at room temperature will also be very small. 28 ) In an earlier study, we explored electrical conductivity limitations in Li 2 O 2 in the related Li-O 2 system. There, a cathode conductivity of 10
S/cm was suggested as a target for achieving efficient operation. 35 Adopting that value here, and using the calculated mobility for p -, a carrier concentration of 10 15 cm
is required to achieve the conductivity target. This concentration is 33 orders of magnitude larger than the equilibrium p -concentration listed in Table 1 . Similarly, for delocalized holes, the experimental conductivity and mobility data suggest that an increase in carrier concentration of approximately 8 orders of magnitude is required. Thus, strategies for improving transport in α-S should target increasing the concentrations of free holes and/or electron polarons. Figure 7 shows defect formation energies in Li 2 S. The predominant defect species, i.e. those having the lowest formation energies, are the negatively charged Lithium vacancy (V Li -), and the positively charged Lithium interstitial (Li + ), both having formation energies of 0.84 eV. The corresponding equilibrium concentrations are 3×10 8 and 1×10 8 cm
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, respectively; these values are 2 orders of magnitude lower than the carrier concentration in undoped Si. 78 The lowest-energy neutral defect is the Li Frenkel pair (comprised of a Li interstitialvacancy pair), with a formation energy of 1.23 eV.
Our prediction that V Li - .) We emphasize that an accurate accounting of charge carrier concentrations can only be achieved if a comprehensive sampling of formation energies for all relevant defects -including interstitials -is performed.
The possibility for non-equilibrium carrier concentrations induced by rapid growth/dissolution of Li 2 S during battery cycling prompts us to examine carriers beyond the ionic species described above, i.e., polarons. The stability of electron and hole polarons in Li 2 S were explored by adding or removing a single electron from the computational cell, and by applying initial lattice distortions consistent with the presence/absence of localized charge on a S ion. For example, the presence of a hole polaron localized on a S ion (resulting in a charge state of S 1-) will reduce electrostatic attraction with nearest-neighbor Li ions and thereby increase Li-S distances. In contrast, the presence of an electron polaron will result in formation of an S 3-ion, which will more strongly attract adjacent Li + .
Regarding electron polarons, p -, our attempts to localize an additional electron on a nominally S 2-ion were not successful. Several initial lattice distortions were attempted; nevertheless, in all cases the resulting relaxed structure resembled undistorted Li 2 S, with the extra electron delocalized over the entire computational cell. In contrast, hole polarons, p + , do localize on S ions. The formation energy for p + is high, 1.95 eV (see Table 1 and Figure 7) , with a correspondingly low equilibrium concentration of 4 ×10 -11 cm -
3
. Furthermore, the localized hole is more stable than a delocalized hole by 0.07 eV. Figure 8 (top) shows the magnetization density isosurface for p + , indicating the presence of an unpaired electron localized on a S ion. The spatial distribution of this electron is consistent with that of a 3p-orbital aligned towards a pair of nearest-neighbor Liions, Figure 8(bottom) . The Li-ions closest to the localized charge exhibit an enlarged Li-S distance of 2.78 Å, which should be compared to 2.46 Å in the absence of p + . (Two  metastable p + with distinct local geometries were also identified, and are shown in Figure S3 . These configurations are less stable by 13 and 68 meV, respectively.) The charge state of an S anion in the presence of a hole polaron was calculated using a Bader charge analysis. 86, 87 As expected, the total number of valence electrons, 7.2, is significantly smaller in the presence of p + than for a typical S 2-anion, wherein the number of electrons ranges from 7.9 to 8.0.
Our observation of self-trapping of holes on sulfur ions in Li 2 S agrees with the calculations of Mukherjee et al. 41 Nevertheless, Ref. 27 reported a stability trend opposite to those of Mukherjee and the present calculations, with p -being self-trapped and p + being unstable with respect to delocalization. Of course, the formation of p -implies the existence of an S 3-anion, which our intuition suggests would be highly unstable. Moreover, the charge density plot used in Ref. 27 to substantiate the formation of S 3-does not show a distribution consistent with occupation of a 4s orbital, calling into question whether localization of an additional electron has occurred.
Finally, the formation of S 2 2-dimers was also investigated by introducing two neutral Li vacancies, V Li 0 , or by removing two electrons (equivalent to the introduction of two p + ) from the simulation cell. These calculations were motivated by the presence of S 2 2-dimers in iron pyrite, FeS 2 , where the S-S distance is 2.16 Å. 88 Dimer formation was induced by initially shortening the distance between adjacent S ions. Figure S4 illustrates the geometries of these relaxed S 2 2-dimers. The resulting S 2 2-dimers exhibited S-S distances of 2.10 to 2.13 Å. For both scenarios, formation of S 2 2-was energetically preferred over the formation of pairs of isolated vacancies or hole polarons. For example, the formation energy of two V Li 0 and S 2 2-is 2.37 eV, while the sum of two single V Li 0 is much higher, 4.86 eV. Similarly, E f for two p + and an S 2 2-is 2.62 eV, which is well below that for two p + , 3.90 eV. These data indicate that it is energetically favorable for p + to localize as pairs on covalently bonded S 2 2-dimers. If the charging process involves an initial delithiation step, then the formation of S 2 -2 dimers would likely be a component of that reaction pathway. -, and p + were evaluated in the adiabatic limit using the HSE  functional and the CI-NEB. Figure 9 shows the minimum energy pathways associated with the migration of these carriers.
In the case of Li + , two migration mechanisms were examined between neighboring interstitial sites, a simple interstitial hop, and interstitialcy diffusion. The interstitialcy mechanism corresponds to a Li + migrating towards an occupied Li site, while the ion occupying that site simultaneously hops to a neighboring interstitial position. 89 Our calculations predict that the interstitialcy mechanism has a much lower energy barrier (E a = 0.52 eV) than the interstitial process (E a = 1.86 eV). Based on these activation energies, the corresponding mobilities for these carriers are 6×10 64 These data suggest that hole transport in Li 2 S can be more facile than in the discharge products of, e.g., metalair batteries.
cDFT calculations confirm that both electron and hole polaron transfer reactions are adiabatic (=1); therefore, the results from HSE-NEB calculations can be used with confidence. Moreover, the barrier for hopping of p + estimated using cDFT, 0.03 eV, differs only by 50 meV from the corresponding HSE  -NEB value described above. Aside from this small difference in the barriers, the rates, mobilities, and conductivities predicted by both approaches (either HSE  -NEB + harmonic transition state theory or cDFT + Marcus theory) are equal.
While we were unable to localize the electron polaron using HSE  , localization of p -can be achieved with cDFT. [We emphasize, however, that cDFT does not allow for an estimate of the self-trapping energy of p -, and our earlier conclusion (based on HSE calculations) that electron polarons do not prefer to localize in Li 2 ) polarons, it is apparent that hole polarons are the most mobile electronic carriers in Li 2 S. -17 S/cm is an extremely low value. In practice, however, the presence of a higher, non-equilibrium carrier concentration may be achieved due to the rapid formation/dissolution of Li 2 S during battery operation. Measurements of the ionic conductivity of Li 2 S would be very helpful in identifying these non-equilibrium effects.
Conductivity and Diffusion Length in Li 2 S.
Regarding electronic conductivity in Li 2 S, the negligible equilibrium concentration of p + , 410 -11 cm
, results in an extremely low (effectively zero) conductivity, 210
-30 S/cm. This conductivity is 10 orders of magnitude smaller than in the peroxides, 35, 65 and approaches the value estimated for MgO, 3×10 . 64 Although p + in Li 2 S have relatively high mobilities, their low concentration offsets the benefits conveyed by these mobilities. Strategies for increasing the carrier concentration could exploit the moderate mobility of p + to improve the electronic conductivity. 90 We next consider whether the diffusivity and mobility of the dominant charge carriers in Li 2 S are sufficient to access the full capacity of a Li-S cell. To determine this, a target S loading of 6 mg/cm 2 is adopted (as discussed above), and we further assume all S is reduced during discharge and forms a uniform film of Li 2 S that covers the cathode support. Based on the density of Li 2 S, such a film will have a thickness of approximately 50 μm. During charging, charge transport through this film will be necessary; Table 2 summarizes whether the identified carriers have sufficient mobility to transit the film, assuming charging rates of 1C, C/5, and C/10. The data reveal that both V Li -and p + have adequate mobility to cross the film for all rates considered (based on their respective diffusion coefficients). Similarly, the drift length (assuming a voltage drop of 0.1 V across the Li 2 S film) is sufficient to accommodate a 50 μm film. (The drift length is twice larger than the diffusion length.) In contrast, for all rates considered, the mobility of Li + interstitials is too small to contribute to charge transport across these relatively thick films.
These data indicate that the mobility of V Li -and p + in Li 2 S are sufficient to enable high active-material loadings (and high capacity) in Li-S cells. Thus, it is the low equilibrium concentration of carriers that is the primary limitation to effective charge transport. In an earlier study, we explored electrical conductivity limitations in Li 2 O 2 in the related Li-O 2 system. There, a cathode conductivity of 10 -11 S/cm was suggested as a target for achieving efficient operation. 35 Adopting that value here, and using the calculated mobility for p + , we determine that a carrier concentration of 10 8 cm
is required to achieve the conductivity target. This concentration is 19 orders of magnitude larger than the equilibrium p + concentration listed in Table 1 .
DISCUSSION
It is worthwhile to reexamine the previous experimental and theoretical studies of the electronic structure and polaron mobility in -S. Firstly, -S is a molecular solid formed by S 8 rings that interact weakly through van der Waals forces. Thus, many of the electronic properties of -S can be roughly understood from the molecular S 8 vapor phase. Indeed, the photoemission data for -S and molecular S 8 are nearly identical, 2, 91, 92 apart from the broadening of the lines in the former. As expected in a molecular solid formed by such a small S 8 units, the electron-hole interactions are very large. Thus, the molecular excitonic peaks observed in optical absorption experiments in the ~3-5 eV range lie far below the photoemission gap, which is estimated to be close to 8-9 eV. 92 Consistent with its molecular nature, the dispersion of the bands in -S is expected to be very small. Based on optical experiments, Spear and co-workers appraised the valence band bandwidth to be 0.80 eV, while the conduction band only spanned 0.01 eV. 79, 91 Consequently, the binding energies that stabilize a polaron are negligible for electron polarons, and significantly larger for hole polarons. In fact, free hole polarons (i.e. hole polarons not bonded to any defect) have not been observed in -S, while free electron polarons have been detected with a polaron binding energy of 0.48 eV. 2, 79 As mentioned earlier, this binding energy is in good agreement with the value calculated in the present study, 0.42 eV.
As described above, our calculations predict that hole polarons in S cannot be localized on a single bond or S 8 ring. This leads us to conclude that hole conduction in sulfur is not polaronic in nature. This conclusion is consistent with experimental conductivity studies, which show that the hole life-time in S is less than 20 nanoseconds, and that hole transfer is categorized as narrow band conduction rather than hopping. 3 In the band conduction regime, cDFT coupled with Marcus theory and DFT with transition state theory are inadequate to characterize the conduction mechanism and conductivity. Instead, hole transfer in S should be treated with nonadiabatic quantum dynamics based on the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. This approach naturally includes all possible conduction mechanisms without predefined assumptions. Along these lines, using Ehrenfest dynamics we observed that an initially localized hole polaron (on a single S 8 ring) delocalizes within 10 fs onto p-type orbitals spread across all atoms in the simulation cell (without changes in S-S bond lengths). These calculations agree well with the experimental results that show that holes in sulfur are conducted via a band mechanism, rather than via polaron hopping.
Several groups studied electron and hole diffusion in -S during the 1960's. 3, 79 These studies concluded that at low temperatures (below 300 K) the diffusion of holes is controlled by a trapping mechanism, i.e. the holes are trapped at intrinsic defects in the -S crystal and can diffuse with a ~0.22 eV activation barrier. 3, 79 At higher temperatures the trapping diffusion is saturated and the hole transport changes to a lattice scattering regime (i.e. conduction through holes in the valence band). 3, 79 In the present work, we do not consider the transport of polarons bonded to any defect/trap, but instead focus on the diffusion of free polarons. In that context, it is most appropriate to compare our results to the higher temperature experiments. In this latter scenario, our prediction of delocalized holes agrees very well with the band-like conduction observed in experiments.
An analysis of the formation energies of positively charged S x (x=6-10) rings relative to the formation energies of the neutral S x rings ( Figure S5 ) in -S allows us to identify S 9 or S 10 rings as the low temperature traps observed experimentally 3, 79 (See Supporting Information, Table S2 and Figure S6 ). In these two rings, localizing a positive charge is more favorable than the delocalized solution by 0.30 and 0.36 eV, respectively. Although the localization energy is larger for S 10 rings, most likely the experimental signal of hole traps comes from S 9 rings, since their formation energy is much lower than that of S 10 rings. Importantly, the calculated localization energy in S 9 rings, 0.30 eV is very close to the experimental activation barrier, 0.22 eV. 3, 79 This finding confirms the hypothesis of Gill et al., who claimed that hole traps in -S are formed from native defects.
3 (Other authors assumed that the hole traps originate from extrinsic defects. 4 ) Ehrenfest dynamics simulations on an initially localized hole on a S 9 ring reveals that the hole primarily remains localized to at least 23 fs ( Figure S2 ). In contrast, a hole on a S 8 ring delocalizes completely within 10 fs. These direct electron-nuclear dynamics simulations suggest that hole polarons on S 9 defects are meta-stable, and can act as polaron traps.
Regarding the migration of electron polarons, two temperature regimes were again identified in experiments. 3, 79 At low temperatures (below 275 K), and similar to hole transport, a trapping mechanism with a ~0.40 eV barrier dominates. At higher temperatures, instead of passing to the lattice scatter regime, a free electron polaron hopping with a ~0.20 eV apparent activation barrier was reported as the dominant mechanism. 3, 79 Although the experimental barrier of ~0.20 eV is relatively close to the 0.37 eV predicted barrier in our diabatic model, the discrepancy between these values warrants additional discussion. First, the apparent activation energies from experiments are derived from Arrhenius slopes; therefore, any temperature-dependence in the preexponential factor is included in the barrier. This is noteworthy since in Marcus theory the prefactor is (weakly) temperature-dependent. Therefore, both computed and experimental estimates for the effective or apparent barrier from an Arrhenius analysis will include the temperature dependence of the prefactor and the apparent barrier will differ slightly from the barrier values reported in Table 1 . Additional factors contributing to this discrepancy are the high concentration of intrinsic defects in the samples (10 14 electron traps per cm -3 in the purest vapor grown samples) and the reported 15% error in the experimental estimation of the barriers.
To identify the electron polaron traps in -S at low temperature, a similar analysis to the one used for hole polarons was conducted (See Supporting Information). This analysis reveals that S 7 is the only S x ring in -S where localizing an electron is more favorable than in S 8 rings (by 0.38 eV). This energy difference is close to the estimate of 0.40 eV for the activation of electrons at low temperature made by Gill et al. based on measurements on vapor grown samples, corresponding to an electron hop from a S 7 to a S 8 ring. 3, 79 Regarding Li 2 S, our hybrid functional calculations indicate that hole polarons localized on S ions are stable, while electron polarons are not. Using cDFT, we can nevertheless force the localization of both hole and electron polarons and subsequently evaluate their migration barriers. The values reported in Table 1 indicate that electron polaron transfer in Li 2 S is much slower than hole transfer, mainly due to the larger reorganization energy required for migration of electron polarons. Based on other recent DFT calculations, hole polaron migration is also predicted to be much faster in Li 2 S 2, 40 a possible intermediate product in Li-S batteries. Taken together, these experimental and computational studies suggest that hole transport can be fast in -S, Li 2 S, and Li 2 S 2 ; this observation implies that the performance of Li-S batteries can be improved (via enhanced electronic transport) by increasing the concentration of holes in these redox end members.
CONCLUSIONS
Understanding charge transport mechanisms in sulfur and Li 2 S is a prerequisite for improving the capacity, efficiency, and cycle life of Li-S batteries. In -S, these mechanisms have remained a matter of debate for more than 4 decades. The present study clarifies these mechanisms -in both the adiabatic and nonadiabatic charge transfer regimes -by employing a combination of hybrid-functional-based and constrained density functional theory calculations. The most significant outcomes of these calculations are summarized below.
Charged defects in both -S and Li 2 S are predicted to have high formation energies, resulting in negligible equilibrium carrier concentrations. In contrast, both compounds exhibit high mobilities for a subset of these carriers: in -S, electron polarons and delocalized holes are the most mobile, whereas Li vacancies and hole polarons dominate in Li 2 S. Importantly, analysis of the drift length for these species reveals that they have sufficient mobility to transit -S and Li 2 S films with thicknesses consistent with the JCESR sulfur loading targets. Thus, strategies to improve the conductivity of these materials should focus on increasing carrier concentrations beyond their equilibrium values.
In -S, our calculations demonstrate that electrons can localize into polarons. Polaronic transfer within a single S 8 ring is predicted to be fast (10 11 s -1
) and adiabatic. In contrast, polaron hopping between two adjacent S 8 rings is nonadiabatic, and much slower (10 4 s -1
). Neglecting nonadiabadicity, as is commonly done in DFT and transition state theory calculations, would overestimate these rate constants (and consequently also the mobility and the conductivity) by two orders of magnitude. This gap highlights the importance of going beyond the BornOppenheimer approximation by including nonadiabatic effects in computational studies of charge transfer kinetics in battery materials. Computational methods that combine cDFT with Marcus theory can treat both adiabatic and nonadiabatic charge transfer on equal footing, and are thus well-suited for these types of investigations.
Although electron polarons are stable in -S, hole polarons are not. Instead, hole transport is expected to follow a band-like mechanism, as suggested by experiments. The formation of delocalized holes in the valence band was confirmed by Ehrenfest dynamics, which show that an initially-localized hole becomes delocalized across the entire computational cell within 10 fs, without changes in geometries. Furthermore, our calculations identify S 9 and S 7 rings as the defects that respectively trap holes and electrons in -S, thus resolving a long-standing question regarding the nature of charge traps in this system. In Li 2 S, the highest-concentration carriers are ionic species, negative Li vacancies and positive Li interstitials. Of these, only vacancies have sufficient mobility to transit Li 2 S films with thicknesses consistent with the JCESR S loading target. Regarding electronic carriers in Li 2 S, hole polarons are predicted to form, and to be more stable and mobile than electron polarons. Their transport can be categorized as adiabatic, and their mobilities are more than two orders of magnitude larger than for vacancy migration.
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Ehrenfest dynamics of hole transfer in α-S
Based on the results obtained in the main portion of the manuscript, it is highly unlikely that holes are transferred by a polaronic hopping mechanism in α-S. Instead, experimental conductivity studies suggest that band conduction prevails. To understand the hole transfer in sulfur without a priori assumptions about the mechanism, coupled electron-nuclear quantum dynamics within the Ehrenfest framework were performed. Ehrenfest dynamics is a semi-classical approach to quantum dynamics in which the electron motion is obtained from the time-dependent Schrödinger equation while nuclei move according to classical mechanics on a single, mean-field potential energy surface. Within DFT, the electron density can be propagated using real-time time-dependent DFT while the nuclei follow the average potential energy surface:
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Where is the wave function depending explicitly on time and positions of the electrons as well as implicitly on nuclear positions . In the present work, these equations are solved within the PAW approach as implemented in GPAW. 7 The nuclei are propagated using the velocity Verlet algorithms while electrons are propagated with the semi-implicit Crank-Nicholson method (for details, see the GPAW documentation). For both a time-step of 15 attoseconds is used. The gridspacing was set to 0.16Å and exchange-correlation effects were accounted using the PBE functional. The unit cell was the same as used for sulfur in the main article.
The Ehrenfest dynamics were initiated from a cDFT localized state where the hole is constrained to exist within a single S 8 ring. A short, 3 ps cDFT molecular-dynamics at 300 K was performed before initializing the Ehrenfest dynamics in order to thermalize the system. During the Ehrenfest simulation the spin density of the systems was followed and the results are shown in Figure S2 . Figure S2 . Evolution of the hole spin-density during Ehrenfest dynamics. Top: Hole in S 8 . The cyan isosurface is the spin density difference recorded at different times (indicated in the figure) during the simulation. Bottom: Hole in S 9 . The red isosurface is the spin density difference recorded at different times (indicated in the figure) during the simulation.
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From Figure S2 , it can be seen that in the beginning of the Ehrenfest dynamics, the hole is localized on a single S 8 or S 9 sulfur ring. After 1.5 femtoseconds, the initially localized hole on a S 8 ring is already delocalized on four S 8 rings; within 10.5 femtoseconds the hole is delocalized over the entire simulation cell. The structural changes during the delocalizing are minimal, under 0.01 Å. Based on visual inspection, the delocalized hole is on p-type orbitals. Given the fast delocalization and minimal changes in the bond lengths, it is highly unlikely that hole transport in pure -sulfur is mediated by polaronic hopping. Instead, the p-type character of the delocalized hole, combined with its fast delocalization dynamics without geometric changes, is a strong indication that holes in sulfur are transferred by a p-type band conduction mechanism.
In contrast, hole polarons that are initially localized on a S 9 defect ring appear to be meta-stable. As seen from the bottom panel of Fig. S2 , these holes are localized on the ring for up to 5 fs. Even after 23 fs the hole remains primarily localized on this ring, with significant changes in the S-S bonds (up to 0.3Å) occurring during the Ehrenfest dynamics. We therefore conclude that S 9 rings can act as polaron traps. 
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Analysis of the hole and electron polaron traps in -S.
We have performed an analysis of the alignment of the hole (electron) polaron states relative to the top (bottom) of the valence (conduction) band in the different S x (x=6-10) rings in α-S. The analysis is based on the formation energies of the neutral, positively, and negatively charged rings. These formation energies are shown in Table 1 of the main text and repeated in Table S2 for convenience. The structures of the neutral S x rings are shown in Figure S5 .
By subtracting the formation energy of the positively (negatively) charged S x ring from the formation energy of the neutral ring it is possible to obtain the energy for a localized hole (electron) polaron for that ring configuration. Comparing those energies to the formation energies of the delocalized holes (electrons), which are also shown in Table S2 , allows us to determine the energy position of a localized hole (electron) polaron relative to the top (bottom) of the valence (conduction) band. These data are shown in Table S2 and Figure S6 .
It can be concluded that hole polarons are only stable in S 9 and S 10 rings, implying that these rings can act as hole polaron traps. In contrast, electron polarons are stable in all the studied S x rings. Furthermore, electron polarons are most stable in S 7 rings, which are 0.38 eV more stable than in S 8 rings, Figure S6 . This implies that the electrons will be transported by means of polaronic hopping between S 8 rings, with S 7 rings as traps. Figure S5 . Calculated structures of various neutral S x (x=6 to10) rings in α-S. The S 8 ring is the expected molecular unit in the defect-free crystal structure. S 6 and S 7 correspond to ring structures formed upon the addition of 1 or 2 vacancies, respectively. Similarly, S 9 and S 10 result from the addition of 1 or 2 interstitials. Hole polarons occupying the S 6 , S 7 , and S 8 rings have energies that lie within the VB, and thus will delocalize into band-like states.
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